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Update your Roster 

Attention all GSCCC Reps, email us your Club’s Board members, 

especially President, GSCCC Representative and Treasurer.    

Rose Parker, parker52@cox.net 

“Color makes the world truly come alive. 

No other fundamental component can 

evoke feelings of happiness, passion, 

jealousy and serenity so effectively. 

While it’s certainly possible to take an 

amazing black-and-white photograph 

being aware of how we perceive color 

mentally and emotionally will give you a 

powerful tool in your photographic utility 

belt.” Josh & Ellen Anon. 

“We often take color for granted. We 

often don’t think about it, or we might 

only when the photo has already been 

taken. This is of course a big mistake. The 

very first step towards dealing with color 

creatively and effectively is to simply be 

aware of it and to be aware what 

whatever color enters the frame will 

have an impact on the photograph.” 

Mitchell Kanashkevich. 

So, Where Does Color Comes 
From? 
Color comes fro many different places. 

In nature, one can see it in pigments 

and even in bioluminescence such as 

with fireflies. It can come from light 

diffraction as in a bubble or an rainbow. 

Leaves appear green because of 

chlorophyll and in the fall when the 

chlorophyll breaks down, the yellow and 

red pigments start to appear. Color can 

serve many purposes in nature. 

Sometimes is a sign of danger. Black, 

yellow and red often warn that a 

particular insect will be a dangerous 

snack rather than a tasty one. 

We might be sure that the grass is green 

and the sky is blue, however, color and 

our perception of it is actually a lot more 

complex than that. First, objects appear 

to have specific colors because of the 

light that they absorb and reflect. The 

color we see for an object also depends 

on what colors the light source is giving 

off. Lastly, our perception of light also 

depends on the cones in our eyes and 

the processing system in our brains 

converting the light falling on to the 

retinas into a form that our brain can 

understand. 

The Color Wheel 
A rainbow is a poor representation of 

color because it doesn’t describe 

relationship between hues, and it doesn’t 

capture purple, which is between red and 

blue. Instead, we’re going to connect the 

rainbow to form a color wheel.  In the 

late 1800s, Ewald Hering starting 

promoting the idea that rather than 

seeing colors as a mix of red, green and 

blue. Colors are made up of a mix of four 

perceptually pure hues: red, green, 

yellow and blue. Furthermore, Hering 

came to the conclusion that red and 

green ; and yellow and blue are 

perceptual opposites because they can’t 

be combined to form another color. 

Not only Hering was right, but we know 

now that our eyes and brain process 

color using this opponent method. 

mailto:parker52@cox.net?subject=Club%20Roster%20Update
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Color and Their Impact 
Whether one consciously realize it or not, we associate emotions 

with colors. For example, have you ever felt green with jealousy or 

so mad that you turned red? 

This table summarizes the common emotions that people in 

Western cultures associate with colors, as well as the visual intensity 

associated with each: 

Many colors have meaning because where we find them in nature, 

others acquire meaning after historical events. Cultural connotations 

also play a role. In Thailand, for example; purple is a color of 

mourning. In Western cultures, someone mourning would wear 

black; but in China and South Africa, white and red, respectively are 

the colors of mourning. 

Trust your instincts, there’s a good chance most people in 

your culture react the same way you do to color. That’s 

how you can determine the emotional meaning that a 

color adds to your image. 

Color Energy Emotional connotation 

Red Moderate Anger, passion, love, danger, warning 

Orange High Fire, heat dryness 

Yellow Very High Happiness, cheerfulness, radiating 
light like the sun 

Green Moderate Growth and progress from an 
association to plants; jealousy, 
money, physical illness. 

Blue Low Calm, rest, peaceful, quiet, reminders 
of sky or water 

Purple Low Noble and wealthy; elegance; sacred 

White High Pure, clean, honest, innocent, simple 

Black Low Heavy, death, strong, mysterious, 
powerful 

Matching Colors  
Matching colors is about finding the right combination of colors 

that fit together and the right amount of each. Johan Wolfgang 

von Goethe came up with an easy way to balance colors in his 

Theory of Colors, and this work is the basis of a lot of modern 

color theory in art.   

Goethe was the first one expressing color using a wheel instead of 

in a straight line like a rainbow. Complementary colors are located 

across from each other on the color wheel and these complement 

to each other. What Goethe proposed then is that each color has 

a specific number associated with it.  

That is, Red has a light value of 6; Orange is 8, Yellow is 9; Green is 

6; Blue is 4 and Violet is 3. When you take a complementary pair, 

such as yellow and violet, you get a ratio, in this case, 9:3. To 

make this color combination feel balanced, there must be three 

times more of the image in violet than yellow. Red and green is 

the only combination where you want equal amounts of each to 

feel balanced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cool and Warm Colors 
If you draw a line right down the middle of the color wheel, you’ll 

bisect the wheel into warm and cool colors. Cool colors tend to 

have a calming effect; although they can sometimes make an 

image feel impersonal.  

Warm colors convey stronger excitement, optimism, and even 

anger. Sometimes, warm colors are called “active” and cool colors 

are called “passive”.  

Warm and cool colors also have an interesting effect on our depth 

perception. Warm colors placed against a cool-colored 

background appear to come forward. Cool colors appear to recede 

when placed against warm colors. 
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Black-And-White Vs Color Photography 
Color contributes a 
broader effect to an 
image, too, as it helps us 
judge time. Autumn leaves 
are yellow and red, as 
opposed to green in the 
summer. Early morning 
and late evening light is 
more golden than midday 
light. Removing color de-
emphasizes time, which is 
useful if time doesn’t 
matter to your vision for 
the photo. Removing the 
color, removes the biases 
that our color vision 
system adds to how we 
perceive the image.  
 
Sometimes black and 
white just makes an image 

more appealing, especially when the color’s not 
contributing anything.  
 
Next time you have a very intense image and need to lose 
some intensity, or when you have an image with very 
muted colors that’s almost black and white anyway, or 
when you want to draw the viewer’s attention more to the 
lines, shapes and lighting in the image; try Black and White 
instead. 

If color is so great, then 
why is B&W photography 
so popular? One simple 
reason is that it removes 
color as a component 
completely, removing 
any visual intensity and 
extraneous subtext that 
the color contributed to 
the image. 
 
If the image is a little too 
intense, removing the 
color might put its visual 
intensity back to the right 
range.  
 
Also by removing color, 
any emotional  context 
associate with the colors 
or interactions between 
the colors goes away. 
 
Colors accents draw attention, if there’s a color accent in 
the photo, and the accented object isn’t the intended 
subject, then switching to black and white might help to 
keep the viewer’s attention away from that object and let 
you focus it onto the subject through other components. 
 
 

Color can be described as having three 
measurable properties: Brightness, Hue 
and Saturation. 

The color of an object ranking from light 
to dark, emitting more or less light is 
known as Brightness. 

Different wavelengths give us different 
perspectives of colors; this is known as 
Hue. 

How blue something is as opposed to 
white, is how saturated it is with blue. 

Eleanor Owen Kerr, Drifting Log, 2011 
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It is with deep sadness 

and a sense of great loss 

to report that Harold 

Green passed away 

Thursday, August 14, in 

Dallas.  Harold was a great 

friend to so many of us 

and he will be sorely missed. 

Please keep Nel 

and the Green 

family in your 

thoughts and 

prayers during 

this trying time. 

Harold was an 

active member 

of the            

Heard Nature 

Photographers Club for more than 25 years. Harold 

served as the club’s treasurer and editor of the 

monthly newsletter which this 

month has been dedicated to 

his life.   

He traveled with some of the 

club’s 150 members to various 

nature preserves and was a 

volunteer helping with the 

production of the club’s annual photography 

contest, which 

serves as a 

fundraiser to 

support the 

Heard Museum in 

McKinney, the 

club’s home base. 

Rest in Peace. 

Remembering … Harold Green (1934—2014) 
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In December 1975, Dr. Owen C. Berg organized the "Temple 

Camera Club" as an affiliate of the Cultural Activities Center in 

Temple; also, this club from its beginning was a member of 

the Photographic Society of America.  

Dr. Berg was a medical doctor on the staff of the V.A. Medical 

Center in Temple. He was a "Fellow" of the PSA and a 

"Diamond Star" exhibitor in color. He was a nationally 

recognized photographer and judge.   

Bob Chaison of Temple was elected the first president of the 

club. In 1977, the name of the club was changed to the 

"Central Texas Photographic Society"; in 

1993, the club became the "Central Texas 

Camera Club"; and in 2005, the name 

became the "Central Texas Photographic 

Club". 

The Central Texas Photographic Club will 

meet on Friday, August 15 at 2 PM in the 

Sammons Community Center, 2220 West 

Avenue D in Temple. 

 

We will have a program on time lapse 

photography. Nick Nichols and Leroy 

Williamson have participated in this type of photography; they 

will be leading our discussion. We would be pleased to hear 

from anyone who has worked with time lapse photography. 

 At the meeting of our club on September 19, we will have a 

competition / sharing of photographs of "buildings (such as 

churches,temples) / places of worship". 

 

 At the meeting of our club on July 18, we had a competition / 

sharing on "pets and critters in the yard. The results of that 

competition are as follows: 

 

Digital Projection: 

First: "Sex education....for baby scorpions" by Bridget Wiemken 

Second, Third (tie): "Moth" by Nick Nichols 

                                "Squirrel" by Nick Nichols 

  

Prints: 

First: "Dove" by Nick Nichols 

Second: "Feeding Time" by Marvin Jetton 

Third: "Hungry Bear" by Marvin Jetton 

  

We congratulate these winners. We thank all who participated 

in this competition / sharing. We thank Leroy Williamson for 

being present and leading the discussion on our images. Leroy 

is a true friend of our club; it is always a great pleasure to have 

him with us. 

  

Looking forward to meeting each of you at the next meeting 

of the Central Texas Photographic Club. 

Meet Our Clubs:  
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The Central Texas Photographic Club 

Send me an introduction of your Club  to include in our 

next Newsletters to:sgaitan52@gmail.com 

mailto:sgaitan52@gmail.com?subject=GSCCC:%20Meet%20our%20Club
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PJ — PROJECTED DIGITAL 

Judged by Cowtown Camera Club 

1st    Title: Explosive Ride   15 
 Maker: Dean Harris 
 Club: Jackson PS 

2nd    Title: Honoring Fallen Heroes  13 
 Maker: Frank Nichols 
 Club: Central Texas PC 

 
3rd    Title: Socotra Fisherman Casting Net 12 

Maker: Larry Petterborg 
 Club: Plano PC 
  
1st HM Title: Through His Eyes  12 

Maker: Renee Pierce 
 Club: Louisiana PS 

 
2

nd
 HM Title: Safe    12 

              Maker:  Jim McIntosh 
 Club:  Oklahoma CC 

PJ Projected Digital—2nd Place 
“Honoring Fallen Heroes” 
By Frank Nichols from Central Texas PC  

PJ Projected Digital -   3rd Place 

“Socotra Fisherman Casting Net” 

By Larry Petterborg from Plano PC. 

PJ Projected Digital —1st Place 
“Explosive Ride”   

By Dean Harris from Jackson PS 

9  Clubs 
Participating 

PJ Projected Digital Club Totals 
47 Louisiana PS 

45 Jackson PS 

43 Oklahoma CC 

43 Plano PC 

40 Beaumont CC 

40 Lafayette PS 

40 Slidell PC 

37 Great New Orleans CC 

25 Central Texas PC 
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PJ—PRINTS 

Judged by Cowtown Camera Club 

PJ Prints  - 1st Place— “Just a Hair Late” 

 By Charles Taylor from Oklahoma CC 

PJ Prints- 3rd Place 

“Never Say Never” 

By Tom McCreary from Oklahoma CC 

PJ Prints Club Totals  

6 Clubs Participating 

Oklahoma CC 46 
Great New Orleans CC 46 
Lafayette PS 40 
Louisiana PS 35 

Slidell PC 25 

Jackson PS 8 

PJ Prints—2nd Place 
“Indian Chief’s Funeral”   
By Jean Manale from GNOCC 

1st    Title: Just A Hair Late         13 
 Maker: Charles Taylor 
 Club: Oklahoma CC 

2nd    Title: Indian Chief’s Funeral        12 
 Maker: Jean Manale 
 Club: GNOCC 

 
3rd    Title: Never Say Never        12 

Maker: Tom McCreary 
 Club: Oklahoma CC 
  
1st HM Title: Louisiana Red Hots        12 

Maker: Chardan Sharma 
 Club: Louisiana PS 

 
2

nd
 HM Title: Surfer    11 

              Maker:  Donald Maginnis 
 Club:  GNOCC 
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Upcoming GSCCC Competitions 

Month Competition Judging Club / Send Entries to: 

September 

Pictorial Prints  

(Color & B&W) 

Houston Camera Club 

  

Leslie Niemand 

4003 Ashton Villa Court 

Sugar Land, Texas 77479 

(281) 242-4717 

lniemand@windstream.net 

Nature  

(Projected Digital & 

Prints) 

Plano Photography Club 

 

c/o Danette Volkmer 

8822 Plano Parkway 

Dallas, Texas  75238 

volkmer@tx.rr.com         

214-349-9055 

October 

Pictorial  

Projected Digital 

Photography Enthusiast of El Paso 

 

Sirous Partovi 

813 Twin Hills Dr. 

El Paso, TX 79912 

sirous.partovi@gmail.com 

915-490-4929 

PJ  

(Projected Digital & 

Prints) 

Dallas Camera Club 

 

Suzanne Graham 

3524 Silverwood 

Carrollton, Tx 75007 

suz_graham@yahoo.com 

972-394-7541 

November 

Pictorial Prints  

(Color & B&W) 

Oklahoma Camera Club 

 

c/o CaroL McCreary 

425 SW 53rd Street 

Oklahoma City, Ok.  73109 

405 - 634 - 1817 

 tcmccreary@cox.net 

Nature  

(Projected Digital & 

Prints) 

Jackson Photo Society 

 

Fred Wiggins 

425 Cumberland Ct 

Madison, MS 39110 

601-421-8909 

jps.gsccc.central@gmail.com 

December No Competitions 

http://www.gulfstatesccc.org/html/judging_clubs.html
mailto:lniemand@windstream.net
mailto:volkmer@tx.rr.com       
mailto:sirous.partovi@gmail.com
mailto:suz_graham@yahoo.com
mailto:tcmccreary@cox.net
mailto:jps.gsccc.central@gmail.com
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Pictorial Digital —1st Place 
“Autumn Reflections”   

By Carmen Mowrer from Cowtown CC 

PICTORIAL —  PROJECTED DIGITAL 

Judged by Corpus Christi Camera Club 

1st    Title: Autumn Reflections  15 
 Maker: Carmen Mowrer 
 Club: Cowtown CC 

2nd    Title: Driving in the Wheat Fields 15 
 Maker: Janet Chung 
 Club: Houston PC 

 
3rd    Title: Mother & Baby in the Snow 14 

Maker: Sharlott Hasty 
 Club: Plano PC 
  
1st HM Title: Cardinal & Green Jay  13 

Maker: Jane Ashley 
 Club: Houston PC 

 
2

nd
 HM Title: Ouch Times 2   13 

              Maker:  Jim Clemons 
 Club:  Lafayette PS 

Pictorial Digital —3rd Place 
“Mother & Baby in the Snow” 

By Sharlott Hasty from Plano PC 

Pictorial Digital -  2nd Place 

“Driving in the Wheat Fields” 

By Janet Chung from Houston PC. 

Pictorial Digital Club Totals 

 12  Clubs Participating 

51 Houston PC 

47 Cowtown CC 

46 Plano PC 

44 Lafayette PS 

43 Louisiana PS 

41 Oklahoma CC 

40 Beaumont CC 

40 Jackson PS 

40 Slidell PC 

39 Great New Orleans CC 

39 West Bank CC 

11 Central Texas PC 



  Gulf  States Camera Club Council  

affiliated with the Photographic Society of America 
President………………....………...…..Buddy Delahoussaye 

204 Hill Ridge Drive, Youngsville, LA 70562 
buddydbug@yahoo.com 
(337) 380-0383 

Competitions Vice President………...…Tom Savage, APSA 
1336 North Creek Dr, Saginaw, TX  76179 
savagetom@charter.net 
(817) 229-7655 

Secretary-Treasurer………….............…………….Rose Parker 
300 Valencia Drive, Luling, LA  70070 
parker52@cox.net 
(985) 785-8158 

Editor…………….…………..……………….…Sandra Gaitan Kurt 
3906 Covington Xing Dr,  
Corpus Christi, TX, 78414 
sgaitan52@gmail.com 
(361) 331-1607 

Directors…………...………………Carol McCreary, APSA, EPSA 
425  S. W. 53rd St, Oklahoma, OK  73109 
tcmccreary@cox.net 
(405) 634-1817 
Don Pederson, APSA 
15502 Rue Saint Honore, Tomball, TX  77377 
donpederson@att.net 
(832) 717-5500  
Jack Hourguettes 
220 Richmond Dr. , Florence, Ms. 39073 
coljack1220@gmail.com 
(601) 214-2851 

We still need  

Your Club! 
 

Contact Tom Savage and  

volunteer to judge for our monthly Competitions   

 

You can always judge 

again! 

2015 Competitions  

January  

Pictorial Projected 
Digital 

Louisiana PS 

PJ (Projected Digital 
& Prints) 

GNOCC 

February 

Pictorial Prints (Color 
& B&W) 

Slidell PC 

Nature (Prints and 
Projected Digital) 

Available ! 

March 

Pictorial Projected 
Digital 

GNOCC 

PJ (Projected Digital 
& Prints) 

Available ! 

April Annual Convention and Year End Awards 

Thanks to all the participant to the competitions and for sending 

your images on time for publishing. 

Thank you Lynette Browning from Corpus Christi Camera Club for 

the results of the Pictorial Projected Digital Competition.   And to 

Tom Savage, both from Cowtown Camera Club for the 

Photojournalism Competition results, both Projected and Prints. 

And last, but not least, thanks to our collaborators, your ideas 

keep this Newsletter interesting.  

THANK YOU! 

Nature Projected Digital Club Totals 

50 Cowtown CC 

47 Lafayette  PS 

47 Louisiana PS 

44 Oklahoma CC 

41 Houston PC 

44 Houston CC 

39 Plano PC 

38 Dallas CC 
37 Great New Orleans CC 
37 Jackson PS 

36 Shreveport PC 

34  Beaumont CC 

34 West Bank CC 

25 
Central Texas Photography 
Club  

From August 2014 Competition, the Club listed with 
25 total points is incorrect. Those points belong to The 
Central Texas Photography Club.  (Page 8) 

mailto:buddydbug@yahoo.com
mailto:savagetom@charter.net
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mailto:sgaitan52@gmail.com
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